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This class gives you a look at recent advances in mental ray® 
3D rendering software and the NVIDIA® Iray® renderer with 
2014 Autodesk® software releases.  
 
This includes image-based lighting (IBL) and the Skylight IBL 
mode for final gathering, the use of String Options in the UI to 
access hidden features of mental ray, the use of the new Unified 
Sampling option and how it compares to previous options, and 
in Iray, the new Architectural and Caustics modes. 

Class summary 



At the end of this class, you will be able to: 
 Produce renderings using Image-Based Lighting and Final Gather 

Skylight modes 
 Use String Options in the new Render Setup UI and via 

MAXScript 
 Describe and use the new Unified Sampling option in mental ray 
 Describe the applications for, and produce renderings with, the 

new Architectural and Caustics modes in Iray 
 

But first… 
 

 

Key learning objectives 



General Improvements in  
3ds Max 2014 



New in 3ds Max/Design 2014 is Automatic Gamma Correction for a 
streamlined Linear Workflow. 
 
A Linear Workflow is one where bitmap images coming into the 
renderer are de-gamma corrected to remove adjustments that were 
made to make the image look correct on monitors and printers. 
 
Gamma correction typically is added by digital cameras, scanners, 
and manually in photo editing applications. 

Automatic Gamma Correction for Linear Workflow  



Gamma Correction adjusts the brightness of an 
image, based on a Gamma Curve value.  
 
Gamma compensates for how human vision 
and computer output devices operate, and 
images need to be brightened primarily in the 
midrange to look correct. 
 

Automatic Gamma Correction for Linear Workflow  



. 

Automatic Gamma Correction for Linear Workflow 

Gamma-corrected maps 
typically look too bright in 
the renderer unless they 
are De-Gamma corrected 
before rendering.  
 
Shown in image, de-
gamma corrected maps are 
on left, and unmodified 
maps are on right. 



Old Dialog Box 

Bitmap Gamma Correction: Automatic Mode  

New Dialog Box 

Select the Info button to see the 
Gamma value stored in the selected 
file (if any). 



High-Dynamic-Range images (with floating-point color values) will use 
1.0 automatically. 

 
8 and 16-bit/channel Images with embedded Gamma values (PNG, 

TIFF, etc.) will use that value to de-gamma-correct the image. 
 
8 and 16-bit/channel Images without Gamma values (JPEG, BMP, etc.) 

will use the default gamma value of 2.2. The default 2.2 cannot be 
adjusted, just overridden per-file. 

 

Automatic Gamma Correction 



Gamma Correction should be overridden if the image is used for 
computation instead of imagery: 

 Bump 
 Displacement 
 Normal Maps 
 Glossy Maps, etc. 
 

Set to 1.0, which disables Gamma correction. 
 

High-Dynamic-Range images (with floating-point color values) will use 
1.0 automatically.  

 

When to Override Gamma 



Gamma Correction can also be applied to an image in the Material 
Editor by using a Gamma & Gain map. Gamma correction can be added 
or removed (reversed), and can be used when an image is used for both 
diffuse and computation. 
 

When to Override Gamma 



Additional Changes for mental ray© 
in 3ds Max 2014 



mental ray will now automatically use a below-normal ‘thread priority’ 
when rendering, and the lowest priority when rendering under 
Backburner. This allows foreground applications to operate 
somewhat faster. 

 
You can change this behavior in the “mentalray_cpu.ini” file in the 

C:\Program Files\Autodesk\3ds Max Design 2014\plugcfg_ln folder 
 
If you don’t use a foreground application, thread priority has no effect, 

however using a foreground app may significantly slow your render 
(including active screen savers). 

Lower Thread Priority 



mental ray is now isolated from 3ds Max so that, on the 
rare occasion that mental ray crashes, 3ds Max will 
report the error and continue to run.  

 
You must close 3ds Max and reopen your scene to use 

mental ray again. 

Crash Isolation for mental ray© 



Using Image Based Lighting in 
mental ray© 



You can now generate sky lighting from an environment image or from 
classic Final Gather. IBL is the default for new scenes. 

Introducing the new mental ray Image-Based-Lighting 
(IBL) Final Gather Mode 

This is Indirect, not Direct lighting, and produces a diffuse skylight effect. 
If only IBL is used, you may turn of Final Gather for faster renders. 



Spherical, High-Dynamic-Range images work best:  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Getting the Best Results with IBL 



Spherical is the new coordinate default in 3ds Max 2014 
when Bitmap is selected in the Environment dialog box, 
or you drag-drop a bitmap into a viewport. 

Getting the Best Results with IBL 



You must add a Skylight object to your 
scene, and set the Sky Color to “Use Scene 
Environment”. 
 
Unlike Iray, mental ray can use more than 
one Skylight object/IBL source; just add a 
bitmap to Sky Color in the additional 
Skylights. 
 
 

Getting the Best Results with IBL 



A Gamma & Gain map can be used to control the 
intensity of the HDRI relative to other illumination. 

Getting the Best Results with IBL 



Quality: 0.01 to 10.0, default 0.5. The higher the number, the better the 
quality and the more time required. Doubling the quality will likely triple 
render time. 
 
Transparent: More accurate, but requires more time with transparent 
objects.  
 
Opaque: Faster, and less accurate with transparent objects.  

IBL Shadow Quality and Shadow Modes 



 IBL does not always create sharp lighting and shadow 
effects. Depending on map, it is more like a sky than a 
sun. 

 High-resolution maps may improve detail.  
 You may need practical lights for sharper effects. 
 2048 x 1024   6252 x 3126    10000x5000 
 
 
 

Getting the Best Results with IBL 



Using String Options and 
MAXScript with mental ray© 



To use mental ray String Options in versions of 3ds Max prior to 2014, 
you might run the following in the MAXScript Editor: 
 
 mental_ray_string_options.AddOption "progressive" on 
 
String options accumulate, and the last option added in your session is 
used. You can erase options with: 
 
 m = mental_ray_string_options 
 for i = m.numOptions to 1 by do 
  m.removeOption i 

String Options in MAXScript 



New in 3ds Max 2014 is a String Options roll-down in the Render Setup 
dialog box, located in the Renderer tab. 
 
 

String Options in 3ds Max 2014 

You no longer need to use 
MAXScript code to access and 
assign string options, nor manage 
what strings are loaded.  
 
Simply enter the string option, in 
quotes, and the value. No extra 
string options are left behind in mr 
between renders. 



A useful example of String Options is the Progressive render mode in 
mental ray. Use the following code: 
 
 

String Options: Progressive Rendering 

"progressive" on /* on or off */ 
"progressive subsampling size" 4   /* 1 = disable, >= 2 to control 1st pass resolution */ 
"progressive subsampling mode" "detail"  /* detail or sparse */ 
"progressive subsampling pattern" "scatter" /* scatter or linear */ 
"progressive min samples" 1    /* 1 or larger integer */ 
"progressive max samples" 16    /* 2 or larger integer.  Default 100 */ 
"progressive max time" 0    /* time in seconds before stopping, 0==none */ 
"progressive error threshold" .01  /* Error level before stopping */ 
 
(This is documented in your handout) 



String Options are documented in both the MAXScript and mental ray 
documentation. Other useful options include: 
 
 GPU AO 
 Importons 
 Irradiance Particles 
 Iray “hemisphere” and other environment controls. 
 Iray Devices and CPU Threads 

 

String Options: 



String Options: Using AO GPU 



Understanding Ambient Occlusion (AO) 
As in real-life, an area blocked 
from ambient light will be darker 
than an exposed area. 
 
AO is an additional darkening 
added to a sample to enhance 
detail and simulate this natural 
effect.  
 
At right is an AO-only image 
produced in mental ray. 
 



AO is available as a material effect in both Arch & Design (mia) and 
Autodesk materials, and is supported as a Render Element for output to 
a separate file: 

Using AO in mental ray 



The downside to using AO in the material is that it makes AO part of the 
final image, and any changes require the image to be re-rendered. 
 

Using AO in mental ray 



Using a separate Render Element AO pass, written to a separate file or 
EXR channel, gives you the ability to control and adjust the effect in 
post. Using the AO file is not as simple as compositing the AO on top of 
the beauty pass, however.  
 
In general, if you already understand compositing and are using AO, AO 
on the GPU is almost free as it is computed in parallel with your beauty 
pass and other elements. 
 
As with most string options, it is an unsupported feature in 3ds Max; use 
at your own risk. 

Using AO in mental ray® 



To use AO GPU you must enable the string options, add a render 
element, and ensure that the AO GPU links to the correct render 
element.  
 
 “ambient occlusion gpu” on 
 “ambient occlusion framebuffer” “fb_re#0” 
 “ambient occlusion max distance” 24 
 “ambient occlusion min distance” 0 
 “ambient occlusion falloff” .25 
 “ambient occlusion rays” 16 
 
Line 2 and “fb_re#0” sends the AO GPU output to the first render 
element. 

Using AO GPU in mental ray 



Create any render element, name it 
something AO related, and in our 
case ensure it is in position 0 in the 
list. 
 
The actual output will be the AO 
GPU pass, not the original render 
element you selected.  
 

Using AO GPU in mental ray 



Understanding Unified Sampling 



The new default sampling mode in 3ds Max 2014 is called Unified 
Sampling. Instead of Min & Max presets and Spatial Contrast, the new 
primary controls are Min & Max variables, Quality, and Contrast/Noise 
Threshold. 

Understanding Unified Sampling 



Unified Sampling concentrates effort where there is the most error in the 
image, based on the Quality setting. 
 
Sampling happens in both time and space, speeding many operations. 
 
The benefits of Unified Sampling are: 
 
 Accelerated ray-traced Motion Blur. 
 Accelerated Depth of Field. 
 Better able to render small details. 
 Generally faster rendering of all scenes. 

Understanding Unified Sampling 



Quality: 
  
Value range 0.01 to 20.0. Default 0.25. 
 
Higher values deliver more refined images. This works with the 
Min, Max and Contrast setting. Areas with more noise adaptively 
get more attention. 
 
 

Understanding Unified Sampling: Settings 



Min / Max: 
  
Min range is 0.1 to 64.0 (decimal), default 1.0.  
Max range is 1 to 100000 (integer). Default 128. 
 
Unlike Classic Min/Max sampling (presets at a power of 2), these 
can be any number in its range, and a large range may not 
necessarily cause long renders since the Quality setting is still in 
control. 

Understanding Unified Sampling: Settings 



Contrast / Noise Threshold: 
  
The same as classic Spatial Contrast, and this uses RGB Values 
from 0.0 to 1.0. Default is 0.01.  
 
When one sample is different from another sample by a value 
greater than the Contrast color, additional sampling occurs. To 
further optimize render speed, these values are weighted 
internally based on how human vision works. 

Understanding Unified Sampling: Settings 



Static Images : 
  
On architectural renderings without Motion Blur or DOF, we are 
seeing  renderings up to 25% faster with Unified Sampling 
compared to Classic mode. 
 
 

Understanding Unified Sampling: Speed 



Practical Quality setting for most scenes range from 0.05 (fast 
draft) to 1.5 if more detail is needed.  
 
A Quality setting of 0.5 works for many non-critical scenes. Most 
final-quality still-image renders are typically 0.75 to 1.0.  
 
Use Quality greater than 2.5 with caution. >2.5 is only needed for 
high-res product renders and if you need more refinement in 
Motion Blur, DOF or IBL. 
 

Practical Unified Sampling:  



Motion Blur: 
  
With Unified Sampling, Motion Blur can be as fast as Camera 
Effects methods. 
 
Unified Sampling ‘unifies’ spatial and temporal sampling, 
allowing for greater render efficiency for Motion Blur. 

Understanding Unified Sampling: Speed 



HDR Motion Blur camera shader vs mr 
Motion Blur, 130 frame average: 
 
Classic w/HDR:   0239 s/frame 
Classic w/MBlur:  1206 s/frame 
 
Unified w/HDR:   0178 s/frame 
Unified w/MBlur:  0179 s/frame 
 
(Classic = 1/16, Unified Q=0.75) 
 
  

Unified Sampling: Comparing Classic Motion Blur 



DOF/Bokeh Camera Shader vs DOF Multi-Pass Effect: 
 

Understanding Unified Sampling: Speed 



DOF/Bokeh Camera Shader: 
 
 Classic No DOF:  032 seconds 
 Classic w/DOF:   181 seconds 

 
 Unified No DOF:  029 seconds 
 Unified w/DOF:   107 seconds 
 
 
(Classic = 1/16, Unified Q=1.0) 
 

Understanding Unified Sampling: Speed 



mr DOF Multi-Pass Camera Effect: 
 
 Classic No DOF: 032 seconds (1/16) 
 Classic w/  DOF: 151 seconds 

 
 Unified No DOF: 029 (Q=1 Min=1 Max=128) 
 Unified Q=1:  042 seconds 
 Unified Q=3:  153 seconds 
 Unified Q=8:  151  (no change >8 w/ Max=128) 
 Unified Q=10:  215 (Min=4 Max=256) 

 
 
 

Understanding Unified Sampling: Speed 



 Highly-accelerated rendering in many special situations. 
 Generally faster for all scenes with reasonable Quality setting. 
 Able to resolve details better, working through a wider sample 

range. 
 
 

 
 

Understanding Unified Sampling: Conclusion 



Using Iray© 



Iray is a point-and-click physically-
plausible rendering mode for mental ray. 
 
It appears in 3ds Max as a separate 
renderer. It has simple controls for Time 
or Iterations to control render quality, and 
little else. 
 
It works fastest when combined with 
NVIDIA high-end GPUs. 

What is Iray®? 



 Easy to use, point-and-click physically-plausible rendering. 
 Progressive Renderer for fast previews. 
 Uses all Autodesk and Arch & Design (mr) Materials. 
 Optional Iray-specific layered material. 
 Fast rendering of high numbers of photometric lights. 
 Automatic Image-Based Lighting 
 Fast Motion Blur and DOF effects. 
 Light-emitting objects via self-illuminated materials 
 mr Sky Portal support for small portals. 
 Supports Environment/Background Swicher 
 

Why Use Iray? 



 Typically need fast NVIDIA GPUs with large memory.  
 Some scenes may render faster in Iray w/CPU only, than with mr. 

 No Render Elements in 3ds Max 
 Some maps, materials, and plugins may not be supported. 
 Unlike interpolated GI, Iray is brute force which may leave 

shadow artifacts in your image (at edges of low-poly objects).  
 Interpolated methods typically smooths-out many artifacts. 

 No way to store/reuse GI. 
 A consideration when doing animations. 

Why Not Use Iray? 



Iray allows our artists to focus on creating scenes with details 
they want, using the materials they want, and using the lighting 
they want, without concern for how it impacts performance, or 
requiring a deep understanding of render settings to optimize for 
quality or time. 

Why Do We Use Iray? 



 Iray simulates reality, so any visible environment map will produce 
illumination. 

 Daylight Systems do not use the mr Sun and mr Sky, only the mr 
Physical Sky. 
  mr Sun and mr Sky can be turned off, but are needed to drive the environment map. 
 Reduce multipliers to 0.318 
 Reduce mr Physical Sky’s Disc Size to 1.0 to sharpen. 

 Use Environment/Background Switcher for more complex images. 
 

 

Why Use Iray? Automatic Image-Based Lighting 



Some scenes render in Iray w/CPU faster than mental ray 

Why Use Iray? mental ray vs Iray speed 

In this image, to render the 
stainless in mental ray with 
glossy reflections would have 
taken too long for high quality.  
 
Iray w/CPU gave great results 
in a reasonable amount of 
time.  
 



Iterations: This is your quality control setting. 
 
Iray progressively refines an image until it reaches the time or iterations 
limits. Although Time is an option, using Iterations ensures that each 
machine does the correct amount of work, no matter the hardware. 
 
For most interior scenes, 3000 to 5000 iterations are needed. For 
exterior day-lit scenes, 1500 to 3000 iterations are the norm. 

Using Iray®: Settings 



Rendering may display noise or film-grain-like artifacts.  
 
We render most images intended for 2k at 4k resolution, and reduce the 
image in post. This ensures a crisp final render with no noise at fewer 
iterations. 
 
You can also use a noise-reduction Photoshop plugin, such as Neat 
Image. 
 
If an image is for print we don’t render x-large (usually only 100-150 
DPI), as printing will smooth the image and eliminates most  artifacts. 

Using Iray®: Reducing Noise 



 Your scene must fit into GPU memory to use that GPU.  
 Memory in multiple GPUs do not combine memory. 
 If any one card is too small, that one card won’t be used.  
 CPU-only works with any sized scene and is fairly efficient. 
 
Most of our interior scenes work in 1.5Gb and 3Gb cards. Only one 
scene has peaked above 3Gb GPU memory (next slide).  
 

Using Iray®: GPU Memory Use 



Using Iray®: GPU Memory Use 

Brunswick: 
 
~4.5Gb GPU 
13.38m Polys 
8213 Objects 
702 Area Lights 
 



 Bind the Revit model 
 Use smaller bitmaps: 1024x1024 to 512x512 is ¼ the memory. 
 Hide or delete unneeded objects (structure, plumbing, etc.) 
 Separate parts into Xrefs and load as needed. 
 Use Optimize & ProOptimize to reduce polys. 
 
For Brunswick, Binding the Revit model and deleting unneeded items 
brought to <3Gb. 
 

Using Iray®: Reducing GPU Memory Use 



Quadro/Tesla are built to NVIDIA standards, under their 
direction, and rated for 24/7 computation. They have more 
memory and are more cost. Slower than GTX/Titan. 
 
GTX are game-rated, not rated for 24/7 computation. Less 
memory, lower cost, overclocked. 2x speed of Quadro. 3Gb GTX 
580 or 6Gb Titan have best price/performance. 
 
New Titan cards are built to same standards as Quadro/Tesla. 
More cost than GTX, 6Gb memory, and speed == GTX 580. 

Using Iray®: Quadro/Tesla vs GTX & Titan 



Iray does support Proxy and Instanced objects, however every 
object must exist in GPU memory so the memory advantage is 
lost. 
 
This make Iray less suitable for heavy landscape scenes, for 
instance.  

Using Iray®: Proxy and Instance Support 



 Standard materials now work (previously rendered gray). 
 Architectural, Composite, Ink’n’Paint, Raytrace, Shellac, 

Top/Bottom, and Car Paint materials will render gray.  
 

 The current list of supported procedural maps are: Checker, 
Color Correction, Dent, Gradient Ramp, Marble, mr Ocean, 
Perlin Marble, Speckle, Substance, Tile, Waves, and Wood.  
 

Using Iray®: Map and Material Support 



With mental ray, each light in your scene incrementally slows the 
rendering. For large scenes, raytraced area lights are a luxury. 
 
Iray can use a practically unlimited number of lights. We have 
scenes where every LED and light is in the scene, as a 
photometric area light. 

Using Iray®: Unlimited Lights 



This scene contains 
10,000 photometric area 
lights and 10,000 
reflective spheres. 
 
2k image at 15 to 55 
minutes depending on 
iterations/hardware. 

Using Iray®: Unlimited Lights 



In all scenes we can model 
every light, such as a string 
of under-counter LEDs, or 
every LED in a light fixture. 

Using Iray®: Unlimited Lights 



Why Use Iray? 



Iray supports direct 
illumination from surfaces 
via mr compatible 
materials, not just indirect 
illumination. 
 
Top image is mr Final 
Gather ‘lighting’ around 
teapot. Also notice how 
light is distributed at sides. 
 

Why Use Iray? Objects as Lights 

Photometric Area Light at left, mr Sky 
Portal w/Kelvin Color map on right. 



Introducing Iray© Architectural 
and Caustics Modes 



The Architectural option uses a different algorithm (Metropolis) for 
rendering your scene. Advantages are: 
 
 Brighter images with better Indirect Illumination 
 Better glossy reflections 
 Better interior illumination through small portals 
 Better for translucent surfaces  
 Better for Sub-Surface Scattering materials 
 
Architectural is our preferred option for interiors, but requires more 
iterations and time. 
 

 
 

Using the Architectural Shader 



 
 

 

Using the Architectural Shader 



 
 

 

Using the Architectural Shader: Comparing Modes 

imf_diff.exe 
compares two 
images and 
creates a new 
image with the 
difference. 
 
This image 
compares plain 
and 
Architectural 
options. 



The new Caustics option allows Iray to produce sharp caustic effects, 
albeit with additional time. 
 

Using the Caustics Shader 

This scene combines an 
HDRI environment with a 
photometric point spot 
light to enhance the 
caustics effect. 
 
This is the Iray material 
with the “Diamond” 
preset. 



 
 

 

Using the Architectural and Caustic Shaders 



 
 

 

Using Architectural / Caustics: Comparing Modes 

Combining 
Architectural 
and Caustics 
produces a 
brighter image 
with light 
transport 
through the red 
glass brick. 



The render times at 1920x1080 and 5000 iterations, with 6 Titan GPUs 
were: 
 
 Plain (no Architectural or Caustics)  047.5 minutes 
 Architectural        078.3 minutes, 164% 
 Caustics         075.25 minutes, 158% 
 Architectural + Caustics:     135.25 minutes, 285% 
  
 

 
 

Using the Architectural & Caustics: Speed 



Available on the Iray developer blog (http://blog.irayrender.com)  
 
A modern, layered, BSDF material that allows you to access all shader 
features built into Iray. In one materials it features: 
 
 Numerous preset templates for building your own materials. 
 Metal Flakes 
 Volume Effects 
 Thin Film coatings 
 Sub-Surface Scattering 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introducing the Iray Material 

http://blog.irayrender.com/


3 Weighted Layers:  
 Top: Reflective Coating 
 Middle: Metallic Flakes 
 Bottom: Base Layer, including: 

 Diffuse  
 Roughness 
 Translucency 

 Glossy  
 Backscattering (fabrics like velvet, silk) 

 Refraction (transparency) 
 Bump 

 
 
 
 
 

Introducing the Iray® Material 



Car Paint: Chameleon, Cranberry, Pearl White, Red, Sunburst, Midnight Blue. 
 
Diamond, Silk Blue Fabric, Velvet Red, Jade, Leather, Wax. 
 
Glass: Clear, Clear Dispersion, Frosted Clear, Frosted Lt Green, Lt Green, 
Light Green Dispersion, Clear Lightly Frosted, Lt Green Lightly Frosted. 
  
Metal: Alum Brushed, Alum Polished, Alum Polished Titanium Oxide, Alum 
Satin, Alum Satin Titanium Oxide, Magnesium Alloy, Steel Galvanized. 
 
Plastic Glossy Black, Plastic Smooth Black, Rubber Matte, Rubber Shiny. 
 
Water, Water Dispersive. 
 
 

Introducing the Iray® Material: Presets 



Using the Iray material is not required and does not work in mental 
ray. 
 
If you are doing renders in mr and Iray, stay with Arch & Design. 
 
 
 
 
 

Introducing the Iray® Material: Caveats 



. 



The Future of mental ray® and 
Iray® 



Thank You! 
 
Jenni O’Connor 
George Matos 
 
jenni@mastering-mentalray.com 
 
 
LEARN . DISCOVER . TEACH . REPEAT 

What's New in mental ray® and Iray® 
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